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1. Introduction. 
The Nabataean Kingdom was at first limited to the territories surrounding the city of Petra, north of the
Red Sea, but eventually annexed the Transjordan to Damascus and spread south to Hijâz (to Hegra,
modern Madâin Sâlih). They spoke either Aramaic or Arabic—scholars are still divided on the
question—but developed a cursive Aramaic script now known as Nabataean, which became widely used,
from the second century BCE to the fourth century CE, when the Roman province of Arabia was formed.
The script was still used, with small developments, in the third century in Sinai.
The glyphs of the Nabataean script are more ornate than other Aramaic scripts, with circles, loops, and
flourishes found in some inscriptions. As the script developed, a range of ligatures and final forms was
introduced, evidently as an aid to faster letter writing, ideal for business transactions. 
Nabataean is generally considered to be the immediate parent of the Arabic script. An inscription found at
An-Namâra, Syria, dating from the fourth century CE, is believed to be one of the oldest Arabic texts; its
letterforms show that the Arabic script is derived from the Nabataean prototype.
2. Processing. Nabataean is written from right to left horizontally. Nabataean language inscriptions
usually have no space (or extremely narrow space) between words; modern editors tend to insert U+0020
SPACE. Nine final letters exist; these are used commonly in texts but are not obligatory. The letter
NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL NUN is to be treated in the same way as HEBREW LETTER FINAL NUN is, and the
same goes for the other final letters. (Presumably this would be the case for keyboard input as well.) The
letters and their finals are as follows:
 FINAL ALEPH  ALEPH
 FINAL BETH  BETH
 FINAL HE  HE
 FINAL YODH  YODH
 FINAL KAPH  KAPH
 FINAL LAMEDH  LAMEDH
 FINAL MEM  MEM
 FINAL NUN  NUN
 FINAL SHIN  SHIN
The final letters are encoded separately because it is not possible to predict their occurrence. In figure 5,
for example, at the end of line 2 a FINAL YODH appears, as would be expected, but in line 3, a YODH
appears before a space in the sixth word. Scholars need to be able to type the forms that appear in texts.
Relying on a context-shaping model would require use of ZWJ and ZWNJ, which would interfere with
analysis of the text.
3. Glyphs. Although Nabataean inscriptions show many ligatures, in fact the standardization of such
ligatures is very erratic, and so it is not possible to treat Nabataean as though it were Arabic, with cursive
classes and regular joinings, final forms, etc. In fact even comprehensive treatises on the Nabataean script
like Yardeni 2000 do not give such charts. Accordingly only the base characters are proposed for
encoding, and no particular ligation or shaping behaviour is defined, as it cannot be mandated. The
reference glyphs in the code chart were drawn by Laïla Nehmé and digitized by Michael Everson. The
glyphs were selected based on the fact they were widespread, were used in the first century CE, and would
be recognizable to scholars.
4. Sorting. The final consonants are treated as variants of the main consonants:
 ALEPH <<<  ALEPHF <  BETH <<<  BETHF <  GIMEL <  DALETH < 
 HE <<<  HEF <  WAW <  ZAYIN <  HETH <  TETH <  YODH <<<  YODHF < 
 KAPH <  KAPHF <  LAMEDH <<<  LAMEDHF <  MEM <<<  MEMF <  NUN <<<  NUNF < 
 SAMEKH <  AYIN <  PE <  SADHE <  QOPH <  RESH <  SHIN <<<  SHINF <  TAW
5. Character names. The names used for the characters here are based on those used for Imperial
Aramaic. Other West Semitic names may have some currency.
6. Numerals. Nabataean numerals are built up out of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 100. The numbers 2  and 3
 and 4  are composed of multiples of 1 𐢧, but because in practice the numbers are clumped together as
units separate from one another they are encoded as individual characters; divided forms 𐢧𐢧, 𐢧, 𐢧,  are
also found. A CRUCIFORM NUMBER FOUR  also exists; in sorting it is handled as a third-level distinction
from the ordinary NUMBER FOUR . Nabataean also has numbers for 5 , 10 , 20 , and 100 . The
numbers have right-to-left directionality. In the chart below, the third and sixth columns are displayed in
visual order. 
1        𐢧                            1 ←                                        11            𐢧 (also )      1 + 10 ←
2                                  2 ←                                        12                                 2 + 10 ←
3                                  3 ←                                        13                                3 + 10 ←
4       ,                      4 ←                                        14            ,           4 + 10 ←
5                                  5 ←                                        15                                5 + 10 ←
6       𐢧 (also )             1 + 5 ←                                  16            𐢧                    1 + 5 + 10 ←
7                                2 + 5 ←                                  17                               2 + 5 + 10 ←
8                                3 + 5 ←                                  18                              3 + 5 + 10 ←
9       ,                  4 + 5 ←                                  19            ,       4 + 5 + 10 ←
10                             10 ←                                      100          𐢧                         100 + 1 ←
20      (21 𐢧 or )       20 ←                                      200                                  100 + 2 ←
30                           10 + 20 ←                              300                                  100 + 3 ←
40                             20 + 20 ←                              400          ,                  100 + 4 ←
50                         10 + 20 + 20 ←                      500                                  100 + 5 ←
60                           20 + 20 + 20 ←                      600          𐢧                       100 + 1 + 5 ←
70                       10 + 20 + 20 + 20 ←              700                                100 + 2 + 5 ←
80                         20 + 20 + 20 + 20 ←              800                                100 + 3 + 5 ←
90                    10 + 20 + 20 + 20 + 20 ←     900          ,              100 + 4 + 5 ←
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7. Unicode Character Properties
10880;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL ALEPH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10881;NABATAEAN LETTER ALEPH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10882;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL BETH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10883;NABATAEAN LETTER BETH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10884;NABATAEAN LETTER GIMEL;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10885;NABATAEAN LETTER DALETH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10886;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL HE;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10887;NABATAEAN LETTER HE;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10888;NABATAEAN LETTER WAW;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10889;NABATAEAN LETTER ZAYIN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088A;NABATAEAN LETTER HETH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088B;NABATAEAN LETTER TETH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088C;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL YODH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088D;NABATAEAN LETTER YODH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088E;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL KAPH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1088F;NABATAEAN LETTER KAPH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10890;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL LAMEDH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10891;NABATAEAN LETTER LAMEDH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10892;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL MEM;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10893;NABATAEAN LETTER MEM;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10894;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL NUN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10895;NABATAEAN LETTER NUN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10896;NABATAEAN LETTER SAMEKH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10897;NABATAEAN LETTER AYIN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10898;NABATAEAN LETTER PE;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
10899;NABATAEAN LETTER SADHE;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1089A;NABATAEAN LETTER QOPH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1089B;NABATAEAN LETTER RESH;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1089C;NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL SHIN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1089D;NABATAEAN LETTER SHIN;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
1089E;NABATAEAN LETTER TAW;Lo;0;R;;;;;N;;;;;
108A7;NABATAEAN NUMBER ONE;No;0;R;;;;1;N;;;;;
108A8;NABATAEAN NUMBER TWO;No;0;R;;;;2;N;;;;;
108A9;NABATAEAN NUMBER THREE;No;0;R;;;;3;N;;;;;
108AA;NABATAEAN NUMBER FOUR;No;0;R;;;;4;N;;;;;
108AB;NABATAEAN CRUCIFORM NUMBER FOUR;No;0;R;;;;4;N;;;;;
108AC;NABATAEAN NUMBER FIVE;No;0;R;;;;5;N;;;;;
108AD;NABATAEAN NUMBER TEN;No;0;R;;;;10;N;;;;;
108AE;NABATAEAN NUMBER TWENTY;No;0;R;;;;20;N;;;;;
108AF;NABATAEAN NUMBER ONE HUNDRED;No;0;R;;;;100;N;;;;;
8. Punctuation. Script-specific punctuation for Nabataean is not known.
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Letters
10880 𐢀 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL ALEPH
10881 𐢁 NABATAEAN LETTER ALEPH
10882 𐢂 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL BETH
10883 𐢃 NABATAEAN LETTER BETH
10884 𐢄 NABATAEAN LETTER GIMEL
10885 𐢅 NABATAEAN LETTER DALETH
10886 𐢆 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL HE
10887 𐢇 NABATAEAN LETTER HE
10888 𐢈 NABATAEAN LETTER WAW
10889 𐢉 NABATAEAN LETTER ZAYIN
1088A 𐢊 NABATAEAN LETTER HETH
1088B 𐢋 NABATAEAN LETTER TETH
1088C 𐢌 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL YODH
1088D 𐢍 NABATAEAN LETTER YODH
1088E 𐢎 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL KAPH
1088F 𐢏 NABATAEAN LETTER KAPH
10890 𐢐 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL LAMEDH
10891 𐢑 NABATAEAN LETTER LAMEDH
10892 𐢒 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL MEM
10893 𐢓 NABATAEAN LETTER MEM
10894 𐢔 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL NUN
10895 𐢕 NABATAEAN LETTER NUN
10896 𐢖 NABATAEAN LETTER SAMEKH
10897 𐢗 NABATAEAN LETTER AYIN
10898 𐢘 NABATAEAN LETTER PE
10899 𐢙 NABATAEAN LETTER SADHE
1089A 𐢚 NABATAEAN LETTER QOPH
1089B 𐢛 NABATAEAN LETTER RESH
1089C 𐢜 NABATAEAN LETTER FINAL SHIN
1089D 𐢝 NABATAEAN LETTER SHIN
1089E 𐢞 NABATAEAN LETTER TAW
Numbers
108A7 𐢧 NABATAEAN NUMBER ONE
108A8 𐢨 NABATAEAN NUMBER TWO
108A9 𐢩 NABATAEAN NUMBER THREE
108AA 𐢪 NABATAEAN NUMBER FOUR
108AB 𐢫 NABATAEAN CRUCIFORM NUMBER FOUR
108AC 𐢬 NABATAEAN NUMBER FIVE
108AD 𐢭 NABATAEAN NUMBER TEN
108AE 𐢮 NABATAEAN NUMBER TWENTY
108AF 𐢯 NABATAEAN NUMBER ONE HUNDRED
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511. Figures.
Figure 1. Chart of “scripts in the east of Palestine” from Faulmann 1880, showing Nabataean.
Figure 2. Chart of Semitic scripts from Haarmann 1990, showing Nabataean.
In Harmann’s original table the characters are all upside-down; this has been corrected here. 
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Figure 3. Chart of Semitic scripts from Haarmann 1990, showing Nabataean.
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Figure 4. Chart of “Aramaic alphabets” from Ballhorn 1864, showing Nabataean.
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Figure 5. Sample text in Nabataean from Fossey 1948. Transcribed with blue letters and red final letters,
and given again below without colouring. There has been some difference of opinion as to the 𐢠 LAMEDH
and 𐢐 FINAL LAMEDH characters, but as this text shows considerable distinction between them, both are
proposed for encoding. It is interesting to compare them to the Arabic ل LAM and Hebrew ל LAMED.
𐢆𐢜𐢗𐢔𐢠 𐢓𐢠𐢁𐢈  𐢚𐢃 𐢀𐢍𐢕𐢁 𐢓𐢠𐢇𐢏 𐢅𐢃𐢖  𐢍𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢂  𐢆𐢅
𐢌𐢝𐢍𐢁𐢈  𐢑𐢠𐢖  𐢅𐢖  𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁𐢃 𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁 𐢆𐢚𐢊𐢁𐢈  𐢆𐢅𐢠𐢍𐢈
𐢀𐢚𐢜𐢈𐢅𐢠 𐢑𐢚𐢊𐢒 𐢍𐢅  𐢀𐢒𐢚𐢊  𐢝𐢙𐢍𐢠𐢊𐢏 𐢑𐢚𐢊  𐢆𐢔𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢃𐢙
𐢀𐢠 𐢍𐢅  𐢝𐢚𐢍𐢈  𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁 𐢜𐢈𐢔𐢁 𐢐𐢏 𐢐𐢖  𐢈𐢒𐢠𐢜𐢈  𐢈𐢋𐢃𐢔𐢃
𐢎𐢠𐢒 𐢝𐢝𐢚𐢊𐢠 𐢜𐢑𐢊𐢈  𐢓𐢍𐢝𐢠𐢝  𐢝𐢔𐢜  𐢚𐢍𐢁 𐢊𐢚𐢍𐢃 𐢆𐢔𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢃𐢙  𐢓𐢃𐢉𐢍
𐢈𐢋𐢃𐢔
𐢆𐢜𐢗𐢔𐢠  𐢓𐢠𐢁𐢈  𐢚𐢃  𐢀𐢍𐢕𐢁  𐢓𐢠𐢇𐢏  𐢅𐢃𐢖  𐢍𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢂𐢙  𐢆𐢔𐢅
𐢌𐢝𐢍𐢁𐢈  𐢑𐢠𐢖  𐢅𐢖  𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁𐢃  𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁  𐢆𐢚𐢊𐢁𐢈  𐢆𐢅𐢠𐢍𐢈
𐢀𐢚𐢜𐢈𐢅𐢠  𐢑𐢚𐢊𐢒  𐢍𐢅  𐢀𐢒𐢚𐢊  𐢝𐢙𐢍𐢠𐢊𐢏  𐢑𐢚𐢊  𐢆𐢔𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢃𐢙
𐢀𐢠  𐢍𐢅  𐢝𐢚𐢍𐢈  𐢙𐢅𐢘𐢁  𐢜𐢈𐢔𐢁  𐢐𐢏  𐢐𐢖  𐢈𐢒𐢠𐢜𐢈  𐢈𐢋𐢃𐢔𐢃
𐢎𐢠𐢒  𐢝𐢝𐢚𐢊𐢠  𐢜𐢑𐢊𐢈  𐢓𐢍𐢝𐢠𐢝  𐢝𐢔𐢜  𐢚𐢍𐢁  𐢊𐢚𐢍𐢃  𐢆𐢔𐢅  𐢀𐢚𐢃𐢙  𐢓𐢃𐢉𐢍 
𐢈𐢋𐢃𐢔
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Figure 6. Sample of Nabataean text from Christian 1905.
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Figure 7a. Table of dated Nabataean inscriptions from Yardeni 2000.
11
Figure 7b. Table of dated Nabataean inscriptions from Yardeni 2000.
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Figure 8. Table of Nabataean documents in cursive script from Yardeni 2000.
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Figure 9. Table of Nabataean inscriptions with conjectural dating from Yardeni 2000.
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Figure 10a. Table of Nabataean graffiti from Yardeni 2000.
15
Figure 10b. Table of Nabataean graffiti from Yardeni 2000.
16
Figure 11. Table of Nabataean numbers. Source unidentified; from an online forum.
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A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal for encoding the Nabataean script in the SMP of the UCS
2. Requester’s name
UC Berkeley Script Encoding Initiative (Universal Scripts Project)
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution)
Liaison contribution.
4. Submission date
2010-12-09
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
No.
6b. More information will be provided later
Yes.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
Yes.
1b. Proposed name of script
Nabataean.
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
No.
1d. Name of the existing block
2. Number of characters in proposal
40.
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-Attested
extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
Category E.
4a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes.
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard?
Michael Everson.
5b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.).
Michael Everson.
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
6b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
Yes.
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching,
indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes.
8. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in
correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: Casing
information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining
behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility
equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information
on other scripts. Also see UAX #44 http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/ and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed
for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
No.
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, other
experts, etc.)?
Yes. 
2b. If YES, with whom?
Laïla Nehmé, John Healey.
2c. If YES, available relevant documents
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included? Reference:
See above.
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4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
To write the Aramaic language.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where? Reference:
In scholarly publications.
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
No.
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?
6c. If YES, reference
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes.
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?
No.
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
8c. If YES, reference
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed
characters?
No.
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
No.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
10c. If YES, reference
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
No.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
11c. If YES, reference
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
No. 
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified? If YES, reference
19
